
Hands-On

Setting and Replacing Utility Poles

 

Course Description

This Hands-On course presents some of the equipment and methods that can be used to set utility poles. This course 
describes three methods for digging holes, and outlines both power-operated and manual methods for installing poles. 

This course also includes guidelines for installing poles in open areas and safety considerations for installing poles around 
obstacles and energized lines. Additionally, this course describes basic methods for removing and replacing poles effectively 
and safely.

Students Will Learn

Describe Three Methods Of Digging A Hole For A Utility Pole.
Explain Basic Requirements For Preparing A Job Site For Pole Setting.
Identify The Basic Steps Involved In Rigging A Pole.
Describe How To Use A Digger Derrick To Set Poles In Open Areas As Well As In Areas With Obstacles 
And/Or Energized Lines.
Describe How To Set Poles Manually In Open Areas As Well As In Areas With Obstacles.
Describe How To Remove An Old Pole After A Replacement Pole Has Been Installed.
Describe How To Lift And Set A Pole Using Pikes.
Describe How To Replace A Pole With A New Pole In The Same Hole.

Target Audience

Anyone working in or around the setting and or replacing utility poles.

Prerequisites

None.

Course Outline
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Module 1: Digging Pole Holes

Identify basic requirements for preparing a job site for pole installation.
Describe how to use a digger derrick, a portable power hole digger, and manual digging tools to dig a hole for a 
utility pole.

Module 2: Setting a Pole

Describe guidelines for rigging a utility pole before lifting it.
Explain how to use a digger derrick to lift and set a utility pole in an open, unobstructed area.
Explain how to use a digger derrick to lift and set a utility pole around energized lines or other obstacles.

Module 3: Setting Poles Manually

Identify some of the guidelines to follow when replacing a pole manually.
Describe how to set a pole manually in an open area.
Describe how to set a pole manually in an area with obstacles.

Module 4: Manual Pole Removal

Describe how an old pole may be safely removed after a replacement pole has been installed and the energized lines 
have been transferred.
Identify the basic components of a typical hand-operated pole jack, and explain how it is used.

Module 5: Manual Pole Setting

Describe how a utility pole can be set by lifting and supporting it with pikes.

Module 6: Manual Pole Replacement

Describe how a replacement utility pole can be set in the same hole as the pole it is replacing by using the cut and 
kick method.
Describe some of the rigging considerations associated with the cut and kick method.

 

Delivery Method

Instructor-Led with numerous Hands-On exercises.

Equipment Requirements
(This apply's to our hands-on courses only)

BTS always provides equipment to have a very successful Hands-On course. BTS also encourages all attendees to bring 
their own equipment to the course. This will provide attendees the opportunity to incorporate their own gear into the labs 
and gain valuable training using their specific equipment.
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Course Length

2 Days
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